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Another year has come and gone. Each time you look over the 2009-2010 edition of The Cub I trust it will bring back fond memories. My special thanks to the yearbook staff and Ms. Tarver for her sponsorship. Your time and effort throughout the year is absolutely essential to providing for an account of the year past, and as time goes by, your efforts will be even more appreciated. Also, I would like to recognize the entire student body for exemplary behavior both in and out of the classroom. You have all done yourselves proud. Recognition is also extended to the faculty, staff, and administration; your enthusiasm, dedication and professionalism is without parallel. Of course, thanks is also due to our parents and guardians who play such a key role in helping us teach our students.

Finally, to the Class of 2010... You have conducted yourself in a manner that truly reflects the Cub legacy of excellence that precedes you. May your future be bright and your dreams worthy.

Go Cubs!

Dr. Wade Smith
Faculty Recognition

Aimée Welch
Finalist for Louisiana State Math Teacher of the Year

Pam Barbosa
National Board Certification

Micki Lanier
LSU Foundation Staff Outstanding Service Award
Juvenile Diabetes Crystal Shoe for Outstanding Service

Sheri Loy
National Board Certification

Jennifer Bevill
Fulbright U.S.-Japan Teacher Exchange Program

Steve Babcock
National Board Certified Teacher and UHS Teacher of the Year
The 2009-10 school year has been a very successful one for the elementary division of the Laboratory School. Faculty members have been involved in training over 3000 educators from all over the country. Our division has hosted over 200 teachers and administrators for observations and conversations about the model practices we employ here. In addition, Joanne Farber was chosen as the National P.E. Teacher of the Year.

Each grade had special memories this year, but some events were truly special. Grandparent's/Grandfriend's Day is always the highlight of our year. Our student-led conferences were a great success with students sharing their work with parents. Rollerblading, fishing, Ellis Island simulation, Mother's Day Spa, Jump Rope for Heart, the Juvenile Diabetes Walk, and the outstanding progress made by our students academically were truly outstanding.

I would like to thank all our parents, grandparents, and supporters for the opportunity to work with your children and grandchildren. Our "Village" really works together to make this school the exemplar for the nation. We couldn't do our work without you. Special thanks and kudos to PTA who stepped up and provided an incredible face lift to our faculty restroom facilities.

I have now completed 41 years in education and I have never worked with such a dedicated, caring, knowledgeable group of educators. They have worked tirelessly to support the children they teach. They are often here on Saturday, Sunday, and even until 8:00 in the evenings. I am grateful for the opportunity to work with such outstanding professionals.

Our entire faculty and staff would like to thank the custodians, cafeteria workers, and secretarial staff for the extra mile you provided for our division.

Seasons, I'm so very proud of your accomplishments. It has been a pleasure watching you grow academically and personally. Keep up the good work and please keep in touch as active alumni. We'll certainly miss this outstanding class.

Sincerely,
Dorothy P. Rumfellow
LOUISIANA READING ASSOCIATION’S YOUNG AUTHORS WINNERS

1st Grade- Macy Bush, Riley Rosenfeld, Bailey Welsch, Talbot Cushing and Nicholas Maranto

2nd Grade- Brooke Nettles and Allison Parker

4th Grade- Davis Mitchell, Lindsey Howell, Andy Lancaster and Eliana Levy
To the Seniors of 2010:

In 1997, the seniors and I arrived at the Lab School together. I was uncertain that Baton Rouge would be my home for very long; you had no choice in the matter. Thirteen years later, we are still here. I am set in place happy with my surroundings. You, on the other hand, are moving away from this very secure environment. It has been a pleasure to watch you grow from goofy kindergarten students, gawky sixth graders and awkward freshman into confident seniors ready for your next adventure. A famous soul group from the South Carolina coast sang a song in the sixties, Be Young, Be Foolish and Be Happy. The lyrics to that song are my advice to you along with a gentle admonition, work hard and play hard and always in that order.

Sincerely,
Dr. Albert Camburn
EIGHTH GRADE
Executive Board
(1) L. Keller, H. Chen
(2) M. Ortega, O. Felner, S. Karam

Student Council
(1) L. Keller, C. Carver, M. McLain, Z. Lee
(3) S. Sosa, O. Felner, A. Budenski, A. Stoval, M. Padilla, E. Gordon, C. Callaway
(4) K. Stewart, C. Moore, C. Spencer, L. Firnher

Sixth Grade
(1) U. Cook, M. Levy, H. McGehee, W. Montgomery, J. Boudreaux, S. Cooper
A. Vickers, A. Mizzon, J. Anderson
C. Vickers, N. Hwang, L. Bess
(2) A. Donnelly, C. Bain, M. Upperman
B. McNamara, S. Daugherty, T. Jackson
B. Southall, W. Swain, S. Craig, E. Butcher
(3) M. Mirenforf, N. Luehler, J. Johnson
N. Allen, M. Loflin, E. Bankhead, J. Loflin
W. Hunt, S. Wharton, L. Larmore
(4) R. Rensin, R. Supple, B. Boudreaux
S. Noell, C. Field, B. Bella, N. Despinsasse
T. Downs, W. Smith

Seventh Grade
(1) J. Kennedy, H. Simpson, J. Adams,
C. Wooley, J. Sweeney, C. Bankston,
D. Bankston, J. Devlin (2) J. McGee,
H. Klempeter, G. Howell, H. Knowles,
L. Hall, H. Eglin, C. Hampton, J. Miller
K. Jackson, A. Anderson, C. Lowery,
S. Johnson, T. Welch, M. Vick, W. Fu, B. Cours
(4) S. White, H. Forton, M. Batson,
M. Soutile, A. Morion, H. Patrick, J. Witham

Eighth Grade
(1) M. Wooley, S. Parrino, B. Broussard,
A. Anderson, B. Murray, S. Hancock,
E. Smith, N. Mastert, B. Carbett, A. Van Buren,
H. Chen, H. Crawford (2)
O. Torres, J. Caro, J. Alexander, W. Storer,
C. Graves, O. Felipone, B. Castillo, S. Lyles,
K. Firminger, A. Gueen, C. Morris (3) P. Phelps,
M. Dibenedetto, M. McEwanie, F. Webster,
C. Grinham, A. Mallory, A. Bratton,
G. Carson, J. Dyer, A. Miller, B. Kupis,
D. Barry (4) J. Lewis, R. Swab, B. Bankston,
G. Cooper, A. Stovall, H. Scala, W. Smith,
C. Kiefer, M. Berg, A. Tihodeaux
MS CHOIR

Sixth Grade Choir

[names of students]

Seventh Grade Choir

[Names of students]

Eighth Grade Choir

[Names of students]

YOU'RE A GOOD MAN

CHARLIE BROWN
MS ART CLUB

(1) C. Bankston, S. Johnson, J. Devlin, M. Swain, A. Carevari
(2) J. Sweeney, S. Jackson, C. Lowery, A. Anderson, A. Bizzel
(3) R. Rensin, L. Grenillian
Jr National Honor Society

(1) Madeline Edwards, Madison Foust, Stephanie McNamara, Caroine Lamorte, Megan Snellgrove, Mary Madelyn Miller
(2) Cara Zetzenstein, Amy Van Burklo, Olivia Forman, Alexis Garland, Angelique Budenski, Hannah Chea, Kirkley Norton
(3) Melanie Knight, Caroline Spencer, Sara Lewis, Emma Gordon, Feikin Verster, William Nichols
(4) Ross Schwab, Cole Zetzenstein, Charles Nagaitis, Jack Dyer, Spencer Hancock, Brandt Broussard
(5) William Smith, Audrey Tallis, Griffon Lawler, Cooper Johnson

Thespians

(1) Anne Wheeler, C. J. Carver
Jane Elise Ryer
(2) Eva Krapp, Carson Prewett
(3) Amanda Richey

Middle School Volleyball

6th Grade
(1) A. Vickers, C. Vickers, V. Robinson, V. Leach, C. Travis
(2) S. Manucci, B. Adams, E. Botscher, E. Davenport, K. Haydel

7th Grade
(1) A. Sussman, A. Caffey, E. Armstrong, A. Aronson
(2) M. McCowan, H. Duke, M. Ortego, S. Kanam, B. Broussard, C. Coulter

8th Grade
(1) A. Budenski, M. Foust, F. Feltner, P. Stellwagen, A. Van Burklo
(2) Coach Johnson, T. Rice, M. Moore, H. Crawford, M. Edwards, S. Lewis, R. Tomeny
MS FOOTBALL

Go CUBS!

(1) Logan Hall, Brant Broussard, Kristian Mims, Cameron Wooley, John Schwab, Madison Vick, Jack Gray
(2) Coach Bruce, Lele Keller, Mathie McCawse, Mark Gravos, Justin Adams, John Brooks, Michael LaSalle, Neil
Maestri, Landon LeBasse, Jacob McCain, Hannah Duke
(3) Stovall White, John Miller, Brock Corbett, Jacob Alexander, Chandler Johnson, Manny Miles, Samuel Lyles,
Chad Graves, Hudson Egin, Andrew Marin
(4) James Kern, Faulkner Webster, Austin Guerin, Michael DiBenedetto, Isaac Smith, Robert Bankston, Logan
Phelps, Coach Matt Picou
(5) David Barry, Beau Navarre, Donald Yanowski, Will Smith, Joseph Watts, Andrew Stovall, Grant Cooper
MS BOYS SOCCER

6th Grade
(1) Kaican Merrifield, John Kurpus
(2) Ryan Supple
(3) Aaron Buzell, Nigel Allen, Jean Pierre Boudreaux, John Anderson

7th Grade
(1) David Banks, Christopher Bankston, Ben Smith, Martin Padula, John Swaab
(2) Nick Brooks, Thomas Kobetz, Kristian Mins, Michael Hyman
(3) Haak Patrick, Ben Smith

8th Grade
(1) Cameron Grimball, Matthew Cuccio, Jack Dyer, Logan Finnberg, Thomas Kobetz, Mac McKenzie
(2) Cole Morris, Sam Lyles, David Barry, Eric Smith, John Forbes, Phillip Ballinger
(3) Austin Guerin, Hayden Schal, Bo Bankston, Ian Smith, John Guidry

MS GIRLS SOCCER

6th and 7th Grade
(1) Rosalind Remson, Haze Hamilton, Liza Albrecht, Claire Pepov, Elizabeth Upp, Caroline Smith, Mary Claire Word, Lauren Whisenard
(2) Elizabeth Hankhead, Kayla Havdel, Marie Swann, Charlotte Born, Elizabeth Davenport, Madison Morgan, Mimi Keller
(3) Ellen Bottcher, Caroline Cerise, Baylee Adams, Sarah Marucci, Stella Daniel, Alyssa Donnelly, Colleen Leslie

8th Grade
(1) Amy Van Burkleo, Kali Rebers, Veronica Williams, Ashley Leblanc, Hannah Hyman, Madison Kirkpatrick
(2) Elizabeth Coulotta, Taylor Bankston, Michael Woolf, Alexis Bratton, Riley Tommey, Cooper Johnson
(3) Caroline Spencer, Madison Foust, Anna Field, Lindsey McKowen, Angelia Budenski, Olivia Thomas, Olivia Feitner
MS GIRLS BASKETBALL

(1) H. Thornton, B. Broussard, V. Robinson
(2) B. Woelf, R. Tonney, A. Sudrawa, E. Gordon
(3) R. Remson, L. Richard, S. Gairard, E. Schwab, S. Jackson

MS BOYS BASKETBALL

6th Grade
(1) B. McNamara, B. Boudreaux, M. Mittendorf, T. Jackson, S. Daugherty
(2) J. Anderson, L. Bess, T. Loy, N. Astar
(3) R. Marionnaux, E. Jackson, T. Downs, B. Southall

7th Grade
(1) S. Mays, B. Harris, K. Mims, N. Brooks
(2) H. Eglin, W. Keller, W. Sims, M. Miles, A. Martin

8th Grade
(1) C. Nugent, A. Stavall, D. Yavorosky, J. Scherer, R. Schwab
(2) J. Gudry, S. Lyles, B. Broussard, S. Hancock, C. Johnson
(3) B. Banister, S. Daniel
**Middle School Awards**

**Excellence in Academics**

*Indicates superior achievement*

**Sixth Grade:**
Charlotte Boit - RWW
Merghian Brown - Choir
India Evans - *Choir
Christopher Fields - P.E.
Grace Gutierrez - P.E.
Skylar Mays - Math
Laura Moldovan - *Spanish, Social Studies
S peninsula Noell - *Band
ichte Swayne - RWW, Pre-Algebra
Elizabeth Upp - *Social Studies, Science
Abigail Winott - Band
Sam Wharton - *Math, Science, Spanish

**Seventh Grade:**
Elizabeth Armstrong - Spanish
Chris Bankston - Social Studies
Rachel Barlow - RWW
CJ Carver - Choir
Hudson Egelin - *Pre-Algebra
Sophie Guirard - *Choir
Payton Kather - Science
Madison Kirkpatrick - *P.E.
Zoe Li - *Science
Mary McClain - RWW
Justin Miller - Band
Harry Noelle - Band
Vicki Patrick - *Algebra, French
Bille Rodman - French
Hannah Simpson - Spanish
Michael Sottile - P.E.

**Eighth Grade:**
Angelle Budenski - *Social Studies
Hannah Chen - Band, *Geometry
Chaney Coursen - Algebra I Part I
Elizabeth Calotta - Algebra I Part I
Sarah Calotta - Choir
Olivia Felner - *Jazz Band, *Science, Band, RWW
Ivy Hamilton - P.E.
Carley Katzstein - *Spanish I
Cole Katzstein - Jazz Band
Emilex Knight - Algebra I
Stephanie McNamara - Geometry, Social Studies
Mary Madalyn Miller - *Choir
Kirkley Norton - *RWW
Logan Phillips - Spanish I
Henry Robinson - *P.E.

**Outstanding Students**

**Sixth Grade:**
Beau Bella - Outstanding Boy
Lauren Whitehead - Outstanding Girl

**Seventh Grade:**
Hudson Egelin - Outstanding Boy
Lexie Richard - Outstanding Girl

**Eighth Grade:**
Faulkner Webster - Outstanding Boy
Angelle Budenski - Outstanding Girl

**Community Service Awards**

Manon Bart - Seventh Grade - 119 hours
Chaney Coursen - Eighth Grade - 403 hours

More than 50 hours: Abigail Caflery, Hannah Chen, Catherine Felner, Madison Foest, Mark Gracis-Zuck, Allison McBridge, Mary Madalyn Miller, Erin O'Quin, Tyler Rice, Sarah Saffell, Olivia Thomas, Amy Van Burkle

**PTA Awards**

4.0 First Semester

**Sixth Grade:**
John McNamara
Laura Moldovan
Mason Smith
Mae Swain

**Seventh Grade:**
Elizabeth Labarre
Zoe Li
James Mcgee
Mary McClain
Harry Noelle
Erin O'Quin
Henry Patrick
Billie Redman
John Kyle Schaub
Michael Soile
Chelsea Sparrow

**Eighth Grade:**
Caroline Lamante
Griffin Lawson
Lindsey McKee
Shawnie McNamara
William Nichols
Kirkley Norton
Charles Nugent
Meghan Snellgrove
Olivia Thomas
Faulkner Webster
Donald Yanowsky

**Duke TIP Participants**

Ashlyn Anderson
Manon Bart
Nick Brooks
Avery Caflery
CJ Carver
Lindsay Flory
Camille Fink
Feyton Gutierrez
William Keller
John Kennedy
Madison Kirkpatrick
Elizabeth Labarre
Zoe Li
Autumn Mccowan
Mary McClain
Clyde Miller
Megan Mitchell
Harry Noelle
Erin O'Quin
Henry Patrick
Trey Ross
Hanna Simpson
Jack Sweeney

**Three Year Straight “A” Students**

Angelle Budenski
Olivia Felner
Shawnie McNamara
William Nichols

**Knowledge Master Open**

**Seventh Grade:**
Christopher Barkston
Hudson Egelin
John Kennedy
Zoe Li
Mary McClain
Harry Mclain
Erin O'Quin
Hank Patrick
Carolyn Robinson
Jack Sweeney

**Eighth Grade:**
Angelle Budenski
Olivia Felner
Shawnie McNamara
William Nichols

The team won 1st Place among Louisiana schools in the fall and spring competition.
CUB GARDEN

HIGH SCHOOL
SOPHOMOES

(1) John Slav, Hannah McLain, George Bevan
G) Anna Leisweber, Camille Bese, Peyton Siyvars, Alec Daniel, Kelly Graves, Madeline Blackwood

Bree Adams, Claire Albrecht, Morgan Adams, Lila Atchison, William Armstrong, Avery Averly, Chris Earls, Jennifer Erskine, Clay Eaves, Robert Gandy, Dan Griner, Katy Grimes, Shelby Grimes, David Baker, Hunter Bankston, Kevin Barry, Austin Benedict, Marshall Borge, Camille Bese, Cinthia Bynoe, Kelly Grims, Micah Green, Sarah Gunters, Marita Gutierrez, Hermione Hunter, Maria Harding, Connor Forman, George Bevan, Madeline Blackwood, Mackenzie Brasham, Brooke Brady, Thomas Brown, Peyton Cahana, Kyle Carr, Aare Holm, Rachel Hooks, Taylor Howell, Caroline Hudson, Austin Jackson, Chyna Jansen, Ben Keenan, Amy Leineweber, Katherine Leineweber, Alex Lamsah, Benni Casel, Jack Chappage, Rod Chiarino, Abby Christensen, Vaughn Cordell, Hunter Cordell, Kate Kolla, Erin Krupinski, Elena Kostadin, Colton Lawrence, Gregory Lazare, Alex Leineweber, Katie Makos
High School Awards

Ninth Grade:
Zack Aguilar - Spanish II, *Computer Applications
Mars Boudreaux - English I
Leslie DeCicco - Spanish I
Alex Dibley - Beginning Choir
Lauren DeLelio - *French I
Lauren McKever - Computer Applications, *Geometry
Topper Patrick - Algebra I
Jassmin Fizer - French I
Samarra Foster - Art I
Madeline Robinson - Spanish I
Olivia Shaffett - *Fine Arts Society
Melissa Yaffe - Beginning Choir
Jessica Williamson - *Fine Arts Society

Tenth Grade:
Camille Beste - 1st Choir, *Spanish III, *Chemistry
George Bean - Spanish II, *Multimedia Production
Nathaniel Bubba - Art II, Multicultural Education
Cole Davis - PE II
Gabrielle Despino - *Intermediate Choir
Stefly Graves - Reading/Inquiry
Valeria Gutierrez - Spanish III, *Art I
Kace Hutton - Biology I, French III
Taylor Howell - *Health Education
Erik Kilpatrick - Civics/Free Enterprise
Elena Konoulian - *ART II
Anna Leinweber - English II, *PE II, *Civics
Kaarin Mahon - French III
Freeman Mall - Biology I
Lauren Stanley - Reading/Inquiry
Mimi Watkins - *Health Education

Eleventh Grade:
Ryan Andrueput - PE III
Talor Bayam - Advanced Band
Glenn Cooper - *Tennis IB
Caroline Devlin - *Creative Writing, *Theory of Knowledge I
Haley Duke - *Art II
Shelly Edwards - *English III
Paul Gravish - *PE III
Chasie Hatton - *Webmaster
Emilianos Kostant - *Spanish IV IB

Twelfth Grade:
Rest Aguilar - Creative Writing, *Advanced Math
Chris Akers - Calculus AP, *Physics II IB, *Biology II
Brandon Barne - Biology II
Melissa Brown - Latin I
Cody Crawford - Sociology
Anastasia Darby - Environmental Systems IB
Alex Devillier - *Physics
Katie Farr - Spanish V IB, Film II IB, English IV IB, World History IB
Amber Hardy - *English IV IB
Mary Allison Johnson - Sociology, *Yearbook
Jeffrey Johnson - *Information Technology IB
Jeremy Johnson - Biology III IB
Emily Kilpatrick - Advanced Math-Four Functions
Michael LaSalle - Art IV
Maggie LeBlanc - Advanced Math-Calculus
Madeline Marsters - English IV
Lindsey McGinn - *Film IIIB, *World History IB
Bea McNamee - *Patinology-Narrative, *Latin IB
Auke Mirkawa - Physics II IB, *Calculus AP
Noah Parraian - *PE II
Alex Perdoo - *Biology II
Evan Reidor - *Music IB
Karlin Schultz - *Physics
Robby Siddiqui - *Economics IB
Alyson Thomas - *Art IV IB
MyKisha Young - PE IV

Boys and Girls State:
Chris Akers and Brandon Woff
Amanda Hardy and Kann Schulte

Arian Award - Camille Best
National Choral Award - Stewart McKeen
Knights of Columbus Award - Brandon Woff
Marine Corps Distinguished Athlete Award - James Varner
Scholastic Excellence Award - Amanda Hardy
Semper Fidelis Musical Excellence Award - Evan Reidor
Army Dynamic Scholar Athlete Award - Brandon Woff & Whitney Babbitts
James N. Fox Sportsmanship Award - William Major & Carly Walborg
Quinton Long Varsity Award - Christian Armstrong
Agnes Scott College Award - Mary Michael McDuff
Tulane University Book Award - Steve Monk
National Merit Achievement Scholar - Amanda Hardy
National Merit Finalist - Christopher Akers

President's Award

Outstanding Students:
Ninth Grade:
Lauren Stanley and Catarina Vieux

Tenth Grade:
Lauren Stanley and Catarina Vieux

Eleventh Grade:
Mary Michael McDuff and Brandon Woff

Twelfth Grade:
Amanda Hardy and Chris Akers
HIGH SCHOOL ABOVE AND BEYOND

Brandon Woolf - American Legion Award
Mary Jean Losso - American Legion Award
Carly Wahlborg - Leonard L. Kilgore Memorial Scholarship
Matt Burland - Brad Bella Scholarship
Kendall McLean - Tony Fertitta Scholarship
Molly McGehee - Christian Baer Award
Allyson Thomas - Jordan Donnelly Award
      Art Award
Madeline Maestri - Director's Award
William Major - Director's Award
Amanda Hardy - Mary Hair English Award
Mary Allison Johnson - LaSalle Social Studies Award
Chris Akers - Richard Crawford Math Award
      Science Award
Don Quixote Spanish Award
Anastasia Darby - French Award
Anna Mitchell - Daigle Band Award
Dana Wallace - John Philip Sousa Award
Alex Devillier - National School Marching Band Award
Evan Roider - Choral Music Award
HIGH SCHOOL BAND

2009-2010 Marching and Concert Band
(1) Brandt Broussard, Chris Feil, Kentaro Hoffman, Chancellor Williams, Anna Leinweber, Dana Wallace, Leslie Decouer, Neil Macon, Megan Rider, Micah Green
(2) Brown Smyth, Kevin Alkinoos, Torrey Brown, Nikhol Kelley, Taylor Bayam, Evan Caffey, Hannah McClain, Benji Cassel, Faulkner Wiehler, Alex Jackson, Winnie Wang
(3) Allie Mitchell, Anita Mitchell, William Major, Aarons Bennett, Alex Devillier, John Bryan, Olivia Feltrer, Jesu Thornton
Not Pictured: Chisa Egbelu

2009-2010 Jazz Band
(1) Torrey Brown, Micah Brown
(2) Jordan Thornton, Chancellor Williams, Chisa Egbelu, Will Remson
(3) Alex Devillier, Hansen Jones, Stewart McKee
Singers

(1) Andre Alcock, Jenns Wray, Taylor Weatherpoon, Hannah Curtis, Chantae Haliburton, Elizabeth Babliage, Emily Proveit, Molly Ann Walke, Amy Crowe, Meredith Mork
(2) MaryJean Losso, Hillary Jefferson, Holly Odent, Emily McCormick, Emily Calloway, Madeline Maestr, Peyton Cacioppo, Josie Evans
(3) Molly McGee, Boanay Segrest, Courtney Bloch, Nick Davidson, Colin Fahrman, Andrew Blackwood, Carley Wahlborg
(4) Kelly Smyth, Tierra Wilson, Chris Wright, George Bevan, Edward Johnson, Harrison Kirwan

Choralaires

(1) Mattie Harding, Megan Alonzo, Abby Christensen, Bria Guntz, Claire Albrecht, Karie Holton
(2) Gabby Despinasse, Cammie Heroman, Camille Beste, Layla Agree, Kaitlin Naheu
(3) Caroline Bevan, Madeline Blackwood
UHS CHORUS GOES TO ITALIA!

Concert Choir

2. J. Ryan, T. Haddix, A. Lockwood, W. Furt, P. Hirdelang, E. Knapp
5. C. Cronin, J. Kennedy

Photograph with tour guide Stefano.

Making a wish to return to Rome.

Sophomores smile in Pisa.

Vadine and Camille enjoy gelato.

Ciao Bellas!

When in Rome...

Seniors get together for a picture at the Vatican.

Andrew and Evan are such the tourists.

Caroline and Camillie are the next gladiators.

These girls are "Romeing" around the world.

The choir is relieved after singing in a mass at St. Peter's Basilica.

Enjoying a gondola ride in Venice.
STUDENT COUNCIL

Executive Board

(1) Mary Allison Johnson, Madeleine Mastr, Ayuko Monikawa
(2) Carly Wahlberg, Laura Ferr, Lindsey McCain, Katie Furr, Mary Jean Loss, Brehana Hawkins
(3) Anna Lemons, Kelly Graviss, Raheem McNair, Peyton Simmons, Sissy Carver, Mary Michael McCauley, Maddy Robinson, Eva Knapp, Anne Wheeler
(4) Madeline Blackwood, Camille Beitz, Anastasia Doby, Emily Callaway, Chris Akers, Sophie Cabanne, Maura Galvan
(5) Alex Hidayak, George Bevan, Alex Daniels, Brandon Woolf, and John Shaw

KEY CLUB

(4) B. Hawkins, J. Martinez, A. Manuel, E. Callaway, B. Brady, C. Pirollo, S. Lanamore, P. Simmons, E. Short, K. Rossi, A. Robinson, A. Persson, L. McKown

U-HIGH SITE HERE

Above: Sophomore girls smile at their officer training. Below: Mary Jean, Camille and Caroline working hard!

Andrew shows everyone where to work at Habitat for Humanity!
HI-Y

(1) Karin Schulte- President, Raegan Harbour- Vice President
(2) Lindsey McCarr, Carly Walthburg, Marindell Chandler, Meryleom Lomsa, Anastacia Dalby
(3) Peyton Simms, Morgan Pinell, Camille Best, Madeleine Blackwood, Kelsey Cabalero, Mary Michael McDuff
(4) Maura Cadigan, Maggie Nielod, Chasie Figbel, Maggie LeBlanc, Caroline Burks
(5) Chris Sartori, Aaron Bennett, George Beva, Hannah Smith, Brandon Wolf, Taylor Cavaniss

National Honor Society

(1) Laura Furr- Parlimentarian, Ayuto March, Vice President, Raegan Harbour- Secretary, Mary Allison Johnson- Treasurer
(2) Allyson Thomas, Brehana Hawkins, Casey Walthburg, Sonya Carver, Mary Michael McDuff, Sidney Morris, Molly Ann Walke, Katherine Bosil, Jenna Wray
(3) Mrs. Edmonton, Katie Furt, Maggie LeBlanc, Britney McAdie, Anastasia Dalby, Meryleom Lomsa, Madeline Maesiti, MyKeisha Young, Erika Short, Samatha Lamarre, Kendall McLean
(4) Brandon Wolf, Cody Crawford, Ben McHaleve, Courtney Bleck, Katie Schulz
(5) Donald Monk, Paul Graves, Gary Knapp, Steve Misk, Robin Daniel, Hayes Patel, Chris Aker

Raegan answers questions about her resolution.

U-High delegates know how to have fun?

Caroline looks attentive during debate.

2016 Inductees
(1) Hannah Rossin, Jeremy Johnston, Matthew Kilgore, Joseph Nunn
(2) Jack Cadigan, Aaron Bennett, William Mayo
(3) Emily Creed, Jeremy Johnston
(4) Kelsey Cabalero, Lindsey McCarr, Katie Sands
(5) Alexandra Robinson, Anna Lovett, Camille Best
(6) Mackenzie Ershman, Brooke Hendy, Kelly Graves
(7) Anna Catevin Miller, Sydney Frei, Caroline Bryan
(8) MM. Wall, Hannah Mclean, Kate Stanaway

Amanda, Brehana, Laura, and Allyson enjoy the meeting.

Seniors receive their medallions for graduation.
ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB

1. M. Young, L. McCain, M. Losso, M. Maestri, B. McNamee
2. K. Doherty, E. Brinkson, A. Perdomo, L. Furr, K. Furr
6. C. Gladwy, C. Miller, J. Groner, J. Castell, M. Rieger

HS ART CLUB

Juniors and Seniors
1. R. Parker, E. Short, M. Young, A. Perdomo, Sponsor: Mrs. Wilson
2. A. Thomas, E. Creed, P. Pennington, M. McDuff, C. Pietrofalo, L. McKewen
4. E. Prevot, A. Brichman, C. Watkins, C. Devlin, W. Humphreys
5. T. Cibrians, C. Glanday, B. Ortega, W. Marell, G. Knapp, A. Turner, C. Saporito

Freshman and Sophomores
2. A. Hughey, A. Wheeler, A. Simpson, A. Ashley, E. Koufoulas
3. M. Brabham, P. Simon, A. Miller, M. Pinell, B. Patrick, K. Graves
SPANISH CLUB

(1) Lindsey McCain, Katie Furr, Laura Furr, Ayako Morikawa
(2) Lauren Stanley, Abby Christensen, Taylor Bayam
(3) Molly McGehee, Breanna Hawkins, Caroline Forbes, Hannah McClain, Carley Wallberg, Emily Creed, MyKehia Young, Madeline Maestri, Karin Schultz, Kendall McLean, Caroline D'Ibenedetto, Amber Ross, Jillian Jefferson, Jenna Wray, Rabbi Siddiqui, Sponsor: Mr. Jumes
(4) Mylyson Thomas, Raegen Harbour, Breooce Brady, Mchaela Brabham, Maggie Nickel, Maggie Lellman, Lea Bahltinger, Brenna Segret, Anna Mitchell, Rollie Parker, Betsy Patrick, Mary Allison Johnson
(5) Connor Miller, Helen Frank, Rachel Hoaks, Anna Leinsweber, Madeline Blackwood, Camille Beste, Kelly Gravio, Gabe Sandovol, Chris Akers, Taylor Cahaniss, Brandon Curwick, Alex Welch, Blake Edmonds
(6) Charles Gladey, Dan Gihner, Allie Mitchell, Chisa Egbehu, George Bevan, Robert Davis, Brandon Wolf, Chris Fliter, Jimmy Cased, Joey Groner, Ross Aguilar, Myles Rieger, Patrick Van Burklee

Spanish National Honor Society
(1) Emily Creed, Karin Schultz, Ayako Morikawa
(2) Molly McGehee, Breanna Hawkins, Carley Wallberg, Lindsey McCain, Taylor Bayam, MyKehia Young, Madeline Maestri, Kendal McLean, Jenna Wray, Rabbi Siddiqui, Sponsor: Mr. Jumes
(3) Laura Furr, Katie Furr, Allyson Thomas, Raegen Harbour, Anna Mitchell, Mary Allison Johnson, Gabe Sandovol
(4) Brandon Curwick, Ross Aguilar, Greg Fliter, Brandon Wolf, Chris Akers, Alex Welch, Porter Tarleton

FRENCH CLUB

(1) Sony Carver, Katherine Ross, Jack Cadigan, Mary Michael McDuff
(2) Stephen Veck, Kaitlin Mahou, Jessica Williamson, Bailey Wex, Annabel Sampson, Kate McLean, Henry Shores, Hannah Crosby, Jacqueline Sampson, Molly Ann Walke, Sidney Norris, Emily Prevot, Laura McKown, Katie Doherty
(3) Hayes Patrick, Anna Katherine Miller, Olivia Shaffteit, Abby Manuel, Isabella Martinez, Lauren McKown, Merri Beuteman, Jasen Pizer, Samantha Laramore, Meredith Monk, Erin Short, Natalie Knight
(4) Joseph Nunn, Mimi Walke, Sydney Field, Peyton Simms, Anna Reed, Karie Holton, Merry Jean Losso, Anasacia Zerby, Nolan Brown, Ryan Andreponi, Steve Monk, Matthew Kilpatrick
(5) Emily Banksten, Leigh Boudreaux, Suzanne Bailey, Brandon Grimbly, Connor Miller, Donald Monk
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

(1) Hannah McLain, Katie Keller, Mary McIlhuff, Whitney Bibbins, Nick Davison, MyKrisha Young, Chris Redy
(2) Gerry Knapp, Will Retsien, Brehana Hawkins, MerryJean Loizzo, Amanda Hardy, Chris Acker, Matt Welsch, Sponsor: Mr. Loape

BIG SIS-LIL SIS

(1) Emily Creed, Riley McKenna, Carley Wahlberg
(2) Anne Bisch, Isabella Martino, Caroline Peterson, Kendall McLean, Alyssa Thomas, Raegan Harbour, Cooper Watkins, Dana Wallace, Laurel Chauvin, Ayako Moritaka, Hannah Crosby, MerryJean Lesso
(3) Jessica Williamson, Erin Pesson, Lauren Dabbs, Heather Duke, Kathryn Miles, Alex Jackson, Kristie Brad, Nely Ward, Arqueline Samson
(4) Brehana Hawkins, Amy Crowe, Elizabeth Balinger, Annabel Simpson, Charlotte Gladney, Mary Alison Johnson, Melissa Brown, Brea McNamara, Hillary Jeffery, Brennan Segrest, Courtney Bloch
(5) Lauren Gay Martin, Laura Farr, Katie Farr, Anna Mitchell, Molly McGehee, Madeline Maestri, Leslie Decoteau, Emily Kilpatrick, Emily Callahan, Mary Gail McCowan, Anastasia Darby, Karin Schiltz, Melissa Valle, Lindsay McCain, Emily Rosh

ANIME CLUB

(1) Sponsor: Mr. Raimondi
(2) Amber Russ, Ben Cassel, Will Humphreys
(3) Will Morell, Christopher Saporito, Charles Martin
PING PONG

(1) Jerry Knapp, Jack Cadigan, Eva Knapp, Caroline Dibenedetto, Lauren Martin
(2) Benji Cassel, Kevin Barry, Jack Dyer, Drew Nyman, Brannon Selwhab, Jonathan Peak, Clark Stinner, Ken Heffernan, Will Humphreys
(5) Cameron Miller, Bradley Downs, Charles Gladney, Don Gilmer, Turner Hunter, Ben Karam, David Baker, Lane Owen, Chancellor Williams, Will Morell, Luke O'Quinn, Charbonne Martin, Grant Cooper, Hunter Smith, Drew Shelgrove, Gordon Miller, Charles McKewen, Corbin Johnson, Town Grijego

DO SOMETHIN' CLUB

(3) K. Furr, A. Mitchell, M. Maestri, K. Caballero, E. Callaway, A. Darby, W. Bibbins, C. Janis, E. Short
(4) M. Martinez, M. Boutvonnean, B. Segrest, H. Joffrin, M. Alenzo, M. Johnson, M. McDuff, M. Blackwood, M. Bibbins
(5) L. McKewen, R. McKernan, C. Watkins, C. Bloch, C. Burks, M. LeBlanc, C. Wahlborg, A. Bielcham, C. Peterson
IB STUDENTS

Diploma
(1) Ayako Morikawa, Mary Jean Lissac, Audra Hawkins, Laura Furr, Katie Furr, Lindsey McCain, Karin Schulte, Anastasia Darby
(2) Sponsor: Mrs. Delmarco, Alex Velich, Greg Fluer, Chris Akers, Porter Tarlton

Certificate
(2) M. McGeeke, K. McMan, C. Walsberg, R. Harbort, D. Wallace, A. Jackson, B. McNamee, S. Carver, M. McDuff, E. Haldinger, K. Johnson, S. Morris, E. Price, L. McKeown, K. Dehny, A. Robinon, C. Davis, R. Daniels
(5) R. Andropov, K. Mumford, B. Chmiel, B. Emmons, M. Kilpatrick, C. Fambrana
(6) A. Akers, A. Welch, B. Canfield, R. Apolinar, J. Lyse, S. Crawford, H. Patrick, D. Meek, W. Morell, C. Miller, C. Gladstone, J. Johnson
(8) Gavin, C. Sprout, G. Knapp, A. Blackwood
Varsity Football

Seniors

2. Forrest Graham, Jimmy Costello, Jamar Thomas, Matt Burland, Jeremy Johnston
3. Will Simenton, Tyler Scala, Greg Fitter Hall, Hollingsworth, Brad Boussard, Christian Armstrong, Brandon Woolf
JV Football

1. Alex Hadley, Jasin Thornton, Cole Savoy, Barrett Day, Hunter Smithburg, William Armstrong, Kyle Grish
2. Preston Mall, Cole Davis, Chisa Egbola, Erik Strupp, Rich Gregg, Tyler O'Certon, Jackson McConico, William Shirley
4. Connor Miller, Hayes Stewart, Vaughn Cordell, Collins Lawson, Dash Dunan, Austin Jackson, Scott Patterson, Matt Durkin
5. George Bryan, Chris McGehee, Robert Gaidy, Brandon Fields, Alex Daniel, Greg Flitter, Zach Aguilar

Dance Team

1. Lauren LeBlanc, Mary-Kate Karam
2. Erynn Short, Katie Keller, Brooke Brady, Caroline DiBenedetto
3. Natalie Knight, Breana Hawkins, Haley Duke, Caroline Peterson
VARSITY CHEERLEADING

(1) Maggie LaBianca, Ragen Harbour
(2) Emily Banister, Maggie Nickl
Sydney Field, Kelsey Cattalina
Micheala Drahbom, Liz Ballinger
Mary Allensjo Johnson
(3) Storey Carver, Caroline Bencan, Grace Ann Wooff, Max McNeal, Mia McDuff, Paige Remington, Erin Kipartick, Cooper Watkins

Mary Michelle gets the crowd revved up.

JV CHEERLEADING

(1) Nely Ward, Mary Gill McCrory
(2) Leceney Hutchey, Charlotte Gladney, Lauren Dabade
(3) Abby Manual, Riley McKean, Olivia Stafkic

Riley, Nely, and Mary Gill get ready to cheer.
JV is excited for the Homecoming pep rally.

Maggie and Erin get close.

"Barham Ans!"

The cheerleaders get together before the pep rally.

Storey and Cooper have fun performing at pep rallies.

The cheerleaders pump-up the crowd.

The seniors get peppy at cheer camp!

Crazy costumes are perfect for rolling night.

Caroline loves being a varsity cheerleader.

The cheerleaders love Mrs. Panay.

Olivia and Leceney show some spirit.

Getting ready for football games is fun.

V.I.C.T.O.R.Y!

Showing off the awards!

"Ready! Okay!"

Group hug!
SWIM TEAM

Congressional Awards: Ayako Monnaka, Laura Furr, William Major, Alex Welsh
(2) Sarah Prewett, Kate McFadden, Maggie McAdoo, Kendall McEwan, Baby Furr, Weldon Furr
(3) Brandon Curwick, Emily Rush
(4) Snarler, Miles, David Baker, Scott Patterson, Clay Furr, Joseph Born
(5) Jordan, Thornton, Tristan Cooper, Aaron Bennett, Kade Sivoy

Congratulations!
Girls: 2009 State Champions
Boys: 2009 State Runner-Up

Middle School Swim Team
(1) Rachel Barron, Brittany Beesdorff, Meredith Reesor, Jane Hamilton, William Montgomery
(2) Hannah Gable, Maggie Sivin, Anna Rush, Wesley Stairs, Michael Kosiner, Nick Welsh
(3) Rondell Remsber, Eric Phills, Caroline Lovering, Olivia Bush, Jack Kiesopeter, James McGeer
(4) Samantha Johnson, Annabel Montgomery, Tylee Rice, Morgan Hudson, Alina Hester, Philip Halsinger
CROSS COUNTRY

Varsity Boys
(1) L. Finberg, D. Sneedgrove, M. Kilpatrick
(2) C. Akes, P. Tarlton, H. Patrick, J. Tallis

Varsity Girls
(1) C. Walliborg, E. Creed, J. Champlngue,
M. Harding, A. Christiansen
(2) S. Morris, K. Rossi, K. Graves, S. Graves,
A. Russ
(3) L. Finberg, C. Pietrogallo, A. Miller, K. Snyder,
T. Weatherspoon, M. Alonso

Middle School Boys
(1) W. Swain, C. Bankston, J. Schwab,
A. Woelf
(2) L. Finberg, M. Boisen, H. Patrick, C. Morris

Middle School Girls
(1) C. Smith, E. Upp, M. Keller, A. Guerra
(2) C. Edmonds, C. Robinson, E. Schwab, M. Seale,
C. Popov
(3) B. Castille, A. Field, B. Woelf, E. Armstrong

Boys 5th in State!

Girls 7th In State!
HS VOLLEYBALL

Varsity Team
(1) Kayla Harris, Kate Stańkowa, Layla Argraves
(2) Coach Brad, Molly Anne Walker, Coach Johnson
(3) Katie Sands, Coach Perry
(4) Samantha Laramore, Allie Mitchell, Hannah Good
(5) Brianna Oglesby, Merry Jean Losso

JV Team
(1) Presley Stoltzfus, Molly Anne Walker, Kristie Brad
(2) Coach Brad, Lauren Haliburton, Maura Cadigan, Coach Perry, Madie Rebbas,
(3) Lauren McKowen, Coach Johnson
(4) Layla Argraves, Mimi Walker, Kayla Carroll, Nikki Young, Mark Bourdon, Mandi Pope
BOYS BASKETBALL

(1) Donald Monk, Willy Daniel, Logan Gladney, Hayes Stewart, Steve Monk
(2) Hayde Darby, Sean Daugherty, Henry Shortess, Stan Mays, Chase Stanley, Kristopher Alinion, Lance Richard
Ballboy: Seth Daugherty

Chase sinks the reverse.

Steve climbs over the defender.

Lance, for the threeee.

Mays with the long ball.

Coach Spencer thinks hard on his next move.

Scan beats the defenders to the goal for the lay up.

GO! CUBS
GIRLS BASKETBALL

2009-2010 2A STATE RUNNER UP

1) P. Stoltzfus, D. Wallace, W. Hibbins, A. Jackson, L. Stanley
BOYS VARSITY SOCCER

(1) Chris Akers, William Major, Gabe Sandoval, Brandon Curwick, Clayton Samson, Taylor Scala, Zach Boyum
(2) Connor Miller, Matt Purdue, Connor Lynch, Bradley Downs, Dalton Seaman, Jordan Miller, Matthew Kupatnick
(3) Charles Gledy, Amelia Kaplan, Dan Gilmer, Ian Crowe, Eric Strupp, Carter Stone, Reid Chanvin
2010

State Finalist

GIRLS SOCCER

(1) Jessica Willamson, Leighton Firnberg, Annabell Simpson, Sidney Morris, MyKeisha Young, Laurel Clausing, Hannah Crosby, Amber Riss, Emily Barkston, Hannah Padial

(2) Coach: Melissa Ramsey, Anna Leinweber, Karin Schulz, Kelly Smyth, Katie Sands, Maura Cadigan, Eva Knapp, Rachel Hooks, Jacqueline Sunsera, Laurna McKowen, Amanda Hardy, Courtney Pietrogallo, Assistant Coach: LeAnne Johnson
DISTRICT CHAMPIONS

(1) Alex Caruth, Colin Farman, William Wilton, Zach Stultz, Steve Ment, Scott Paterson, Jared Listach
(2) Austin Southall, Brad Brossard, Kyle Cribari, Michael LaSalle, Jeremy Johnston, Turner Hunter, David Baker, Sean Daugherty
(3) Coach Perry, Coach Brossard, Hayes Stewart, Cameron Games, Colin Peak, Matt Burland, Paul Gravoirs, Coach Mississippi, Coach Davis

Freshmen
(1) Jonathan Peak, Gino Manucci, Nathan Wood, Daniel Lockwood, Evan Caffey, Josh Jeffersen, Riley Labane
(2) Jake Caruth, Lane Owen, Grant Gardner, Tyler Mynett, John Trysty, Alex Haddley, Coach Davis

Junior Varsity
(1) Colin Farman, Gino Manucci, Barrett Day, Jared Listach
(2) Alex Caruth, Austin Jackson, Soor Paterson, Hunter Bankston, Ben Karan, Zan Pajcan
(3) Coach Davis, William Armstrong, Kyle Cribari, David Baker, Hayes Stewart, Paul Gravoirs, William Shirley, Coach Mississippi
P. McKay
K. Snowden, J. Peak, C. Williams, D. Jackson, B. Fields, E. Strupp
T. Overton, D. Wallace, A. Jackson, A. Bickham, M. Young, J. Williams, K. Braud, K. Carroll, L. Strait, C. Bevan, M. Losso
K. Harris, S. Crawford, C. Redy
BOYS GOLF

1. Jake Carruth, Michael Soule, Connor Johnson, Weldon Farr
2. Charles Nugent, Connor Lynch, Charles Gladney

BOYS 5TH IN STATE!

GIRLS GOLF

Coach Brand smiles with Layla and Anna after a great match!

Anna is concentrating on her tee-shot.

Anna, Hayley and Layla relax in the cart before their big match.

Hayley makes her way to her next shot.
STATE CHAMPIONS!

Seniors Carley, Caroline and Mary Allison hold their 2021 State Championship trophy high!

Seniors Christian and Drayton proudly show off their 2021 State Championship trophy!

Christian gets ready to return a serve!

Katherine and Carley are ready to play.

All of our State Champions gather together for one more smile!

Caroline makes a great power play!

Ryan makes an awesome shot!
SENIOR SIGNINGS

Austin Southall
Louisiana State University- Baseball

Blake Hollingworth
University of Louisiana Lafayette- Football

Whitney Bibbins
Tulane University- Baseball

MyKeisha Young
McNeese State University- Softball

Jamar Thomas
Tulane University- Football

Laura Farr
Vanderbilt University- Softball

Baseball:
Michael LaSalle: Honorable Mention Academic All-State, 1st Team All-District, District MVP
Matt Burka: Honorable Mention Academic All-State, 1st Team All-District
Turner Hunter: Honorable Mention Academic All-State, 1st Team All-District
Seth Daugherty: Honorable Mention Academic All-State
Jeremy Johnston: Honorable Mention Academic All-State
Austin Southall: 1st Team All-District
William Wilton: 1st Team All-District
Lach Stoltzhaus: 2nd Team All-District
Haye Stewart: 2nd Team All-District
Taylor Collings: 2nd Team All-District
Seth Daugherty: 2nd team All-District
Couch Bonassard: Coach of the Year District Champions!

Tennis:
Colleen Wahlborg: Singles State Champion
Carolina Hudson: Singles Girls State Champion
Evelyn Wahlborg & Katherine Rossi: Girls State Champions in Doubles
Boys and Girls won State!

Soccer:
Taylor Smith: Division III All-State Boys 1st Team, All-Metro 1st Team, District Defensive MVP
William Major: Division II All-State Boys 1st Team, All-Metro 1st Team
Connor Lynch: Division II All-State Boys 1st Team
Chris Mitchell: Coach of the Year
Sydney Morris: 1st Team All-State Girls Boys State Runner-Up!

Football:
Brandon Woot: Academic All-State

SPORTS RECORDS

Basketball:
Whitney Bibbins: District 7-2A MVP, All-Metro MVP, All 2A State MVP, Gatorade Player of the Year finalist, Member of the East Louisiana All-Star Team
Brian Oglesby: 1st Team All-District, All-Metro, All-State Honorable Mention
Denika Young: 2nd Team All-District
D'Mond Jackson: 2nd Team All-District
Bonita Johnson: District Coach of the Year
Lance Richard: All-District Honorable Mention
Stan Mayo: All-District Honorable Mention
Chase Stanley: All-District Honorable Mention

Swimming:
Clay Farr: All-State
Laura Farr: All-State
Caroline Farr: All-State
Ayuko Morikawa: All-State
Smacker Miles: All-State
Boys- State Runner-Up!
Girls- State Champions!

Golf:
Connor Lynch: All-Metro
Connor Johnson: All-Metro
Weldon Farr: All-Metro
Layla Arghave: All-Metro

Volleyball:
Kayla Harris: District MVP, 1st Team All-District, All-Metro
Hamide Smith: 1st Team All-District, Honorable Mention Academic All-State
Katie Sands: 1st Team All-District
Allie Mitchell: 2nd Team All-District
Kate Studrawa: 2nd Team All-District
Merry Jean Losso: Academic All-State

Cross Country:
Leighton Firberg: All-Metro, All-State
Matthew Kilpatrick: All-State, Academic All-State Honorable Mention, All-Metro
Sydney Morris: 1st Team All-State Division III
ACTIVITIES
SPIRIT WEEK

FRESHMAN PHENOM
Freshman are the "phenom."

Middle school boys show their love.

Jade and Nicole are Thing 1 and Thing 2.

Mimi and Katie take a break in hall to show off their spirit.

Yup, Nikhol is in her white tce.

Hi-Lo-Lo off to class the sophomore girls go.

The Toy Story cast takes a break from studying.

Cupid shoots for the camera.

Carley and Hannah dress as Pocahontas.

Shelby and Ashlyn are dressed for a "G.N.O."

Hannah shows off the soccer senior spirit shirt.

Karin and Laura give Mardi Gras two thumbs up.

Middle School girls are "Twins."

Selby and Haley enjoy spirit week

Seniors are the "X Factor."
SADIE HAWKINS FAIR

What's with the red tutu?

UUUUUUUUU look so cute.

Not so fast there, pardner.

Looking cute.

Sibling rivalry at its best.

Yes, all the girls want me.

Hitching a lift...

You've got pie on your face!

Working hard or hardly working?

YEEEE HAAAWWW!!
SADIE HAWKINS DANCE

Sisterly Love!

Stewart and Whitney get close!

It's a party in the UHS!

Caroline loves her country boys!

Willy and Alex enjoy Sadie's together.

Awww how cute!

Freshman look good in their country attire!

Rhinestone cowgirls!

Lookin' good ladies!

Thumbs up for the Sophomore boys!
HOMECOMING COURT

The 2009 Homecoming Court

Maggie LeBlanc
Queen

Caroline Peterson
Senior Maid

Mary Kate Karam
Freshman Maid

Winnie Wang
Sophomore Maid

Taylor Weatherspoon
Junior Maid

Katie Farr
Senior Maid

Allyson Thomas
Senior Maid
HOMECOMING 2009

Smacker and Sophie enjoy their first Homecoming dance.

Sophomore girls rumble in the jungle together.

Safari Guy, Connor, Ioves Safari Girls, Chanue'a and Mary Michael.

Courtney and Cody get close!

Freshman girls show off their wild side.

"Wild Thing... You make my heart sing..."

Senior Class of 2010!!!

U-High Trainers: Anna, Emily, Josie, and Laurn.

RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE

Madeline sings to the crowd.

Haley and Selby love Homecoming!

Chisa, Micah, Chancellor, and Torry smile for the camera.

Cooper loves her sophomore girls!

Austin, Charles, Sean, Blake, and Forrest get together for their last Homecoming picture.
WINTER FORMAL COURT

Seniors
Taylor Seale
Carley Wahlborg

Seniors
Jeffrey Johnson
Allyson Thomas

Seniors
Christian Armstrong
Annie Bickham

Freshmen
Philip Hindelang
Malaya Matthews

Freshmen
Tristan Cooper
Lauren McKowen

Sophomores
Blake Duzart
Mandi Pope

Sophomores
Chris McGee
Caroline Bevan

Juniors
Jared Listach
Chantae Hurburton

Juniors
Ryan Anderson
Katherine Rossi

2010 Winter Formal Court

Seniors
Brendon Woolf
Maggie LeBlanc

Siblings
Eli Shortess
Jenna Ragusa

Seniors
Blake Hollingsworth
Rexgen Harbour

King & Queen
Brandon Woolf
Carley Wahlborg
WINTER FORMAL DANCE

Emily and Storey look beautiful at the dance.

Seniors enjoy their last Winter Formal.

Riley and David...awww!

The King rules his kingdom.

Tongue and Snicker get close!

These girls just want to have fun.

Evan gives the dance his seal of approval.

Sophomores in the spotlight!

Evan, Cole, and Philip look sharp at their first formal.

Karin loves her freshmen!

Leighton and Katie...say cheese...cake.

LIVE FROM NEW YORK, IT'S SATURDAY NIGHT!
PARENT APPRECIATION

THANKS PARENTS FOR ALL THAT YOU DO!

SENIORS
Cody Ryan Crawford
*Key Club (3 yrs), PSNH*5 yrs, *VFW (2 yrs) *Mu Alpha Theta*5 yrs, *Spanish Club*4 yrs, *XCL*2 yrs, Capt. *Big Li Sis* (1 yr), B.B. rec. 13 Yard St.

"We've been coming to the same party for 12 years now, and it is not at all boring." — Ron Burgundy

Emily Anne Creed

Amy Lynn Croce

Alex Edward Devillier

Gregory Paul Fitter

Kathleen Page Furr

"I never lose sight of the fact that I am a girl." — Katharine Hepburn

Brandon Phillip Curwick

Anastasia Katherine Darby

Sean Ryan Daugherty

Laura Adele Fort

Sterling William Gladden

Jesse Aretska Gladney

6 yr. senior, Baseball 3 yrs, 2 years art club

"Good friends are hard to find. Good friends are hard to keep. Love them. Enjoy them. Protect them. Forget them when they're not working out. " — Bob Marley

"Eating life is the perfect way to live. But I think the best way to live is in the moment. " — Jack Kerouac

"Funny the way it goes." — Dave Matthews Band

We are what we think. And we are what we think with our thoughts. Through our thoughts we make the world.

-Buddha
Caroline Kay Peterson
Hayden Michael Pinell
Lake Gerard Richard
Clayton Richard Samson
Roberto Gabriel Sandeval
Taylor McKernan Scala

Myles Lewis Rieger
William Evan Rosser
Hannah Grace Russin
Karina Marie Schultz
Dalton Bradley Seaman
Breman Laura Segrest
James Brandon Woelf

Jenna Elisabeth Way

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind - Dr. Seuss

"Twenty years from now you will be more disapponted by the things that you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sail. Dream. Discover. "- Mark Twain

Christopher Wright

My Keisha L Shae Young

* Jovish * Kee * My * My * The Band * Keisha * Girl * UHS student 6th yr.

Phil 4:13 (I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me).

Thanks to all that have helped me along the way. I will miss you UHigh 2013 - MONSEY BOUND -

Guess Congrats!!!!
Senior Superlatives

Whitney Bibbins and Jamar Thomas
Most Athletic

Amanda Hardy and Brandon Wooff
Most Likely to Succeed

Hannah Smith and Austin Southall
Class Claueur

Maggie LeBlanc and Town Ontego
Best Dressed

Caroline Peterson and Blake Hollingsworth
Best Smile

Katie Furr and Taylor Cabrassi
Most Creative

Senior Dinner
Senior Retreat

Evan shows off his bouldering skills.

Whitney and Dana take a break.

"It's the Climb!"

Seniors Rok the Haus!
CRAWFISH BOIL

WILL'S

Coach Aguilar, goodbye will have the soccer team as coach Chris's state championship. Graceful Wood-giving with every physics, Coach Aguilar-starring

Chris Skier's mind and abilities. Body, do hereby will Geoffrey T. and Dave S. both soccer teenagers and someone else with soccer to back through a world of score and hands and feet, as well as a sub-17 time in your next two. Matt, a sub-16 Skating team as well as a legitimate four-foot

May, P. a glorious home made as you grow to be a large Samba and able more people for you to talk, improving into poles. Clay F. another best

Coach his County team dominate at state next year, the soccer team is the same. Caroline F. another person to state and awfully with, M. Leopold one

next year you both carpool together every day in memory of our good times, Jack C. scene orientation. Stephen C. is a spot on the swim team, and to every.

Curtis Altvater, do hereby will Morgan Pospelov a new second straight brother. Wilton by every day, and less right night, John Edwards a new brother. Hannah's a new crate. Stacey a new white shirt, Katrina a new broom to yard, and KC a new "size.

Christian Armstrong, of Call of Duty mind and Spartan Warrior like body, do hereby will William Armstrong no luck to get out of trouble and a Christmas senior year. Elizabeth a body guard. Hayden Darby human time and Logan another white lightning for track. Connor Miller 20 more feet on the run.

2011 gets some more Kleenes, Tapper better luck with the ladies, Coleman tennis skill equivalent with that of Peru Symonds. Football team the natives in heat FIS and Dathan, KW another spiderman, 2011 to hope to live in the 2019 version.

Zack Baum, do hereby will Mrs. Perry and Mrs. Wust's new trumpet player who will actually listen, Chris and Cory new wing men and a life time

commitment of smoke and stomp to the class of 2011 a close (excluding 6 people you know who you are). Take the ability to play the trumpet with confidence.

However the team the ability to win a state championship, my sister they the ability and knowledge to get through my senior year, and the strength to deal

with school and the love of an older brother.

Annie Biicham, do hereby will Katie Sands, Hayden Darby, Hayes Patrick and Bradley Brown meet one or one hundred practices with Darby, Hayden

Hayden a new harnessing, Kayla Harrin a defeat against. Casey Bue, the track team a winning season next year and many more titles, the class of 2011 a

ministered supply of sublime, Isabella a higher dosage of OCD medicine and more unexpected car rides on the way to school, and Nicole Bonilla a new "why so I can become an nun.

Andrew Blackwood, of a "Don Johnson" mind and work in progress body, do hereby will Mom plenty of memories with Madeline, a free mind facets

talking about why I'm not in class. Madeline two more great years at UHS and loss of random visits to Moody class. William and Caroline Warren as great

dinema at UHS I've had. Emily presents the best senior year ever both at school and youth with lots of laughs and rains. Geoffrey, Audry, and Justin

many more great years at UHS and youth. Jake Fisher some decent study skills and a smooth year. Edward Johnson another shopping trip in Zara and the

jet of low dreams. M.B, C.B, C.H, as much toilet paper as you need. George Research perfect Sonic Blast at hour of the day. Mrs. Dracut another Super

heroine. So much praise to Mr. Weiss. Mrs. Weiss someone who loves condoms as much as I do. The UHS library my greatest thanks for making all of my

chores special with thousands of memories and lists of laughs. And to Mrs. Clough lots of gala dances toOccum and laugh.

Willa Brown, do hereby will Michael Brown good judgment in occasion making. Mrs. Smith a willing newspaper class, and Ally and CC Vickers

good luck with the rest of their U-high career.

Matt Burland, of a dazed mind and flaw-less body, do hereby will the football team much needed luck, the baseball team as much possible. Wilson

very handsome, C. Pens more bus discussions, T. Lynch a new masterful partner, Zach a few more pounds. Kaitlin an awesome senior year without me,

which more time with Baker and someone else to listen to, Crazzy and Armstrong the captain spot, Swenson a pull up abs swing, and Aguilar a new pet pant

for dinner.

Kelsey Cabaniles, hereby will Kenny fan cur rides to school, Legit awkward hugs, Emily E. a strong main base and no more Pe. Mary Michael a new

love, Fuji a low power microwave & more great Concord anders, Stacey sublime, SF. MB, CR, MI, and K.S another two years of cheering Grace/Ann my space pics and a black Summer. epoxy a new art buddy. Nathan W. my number. Lauren L a brown transistor, and Hiley D many more titles and possibility.

Sharrick Chaudier, of Mouraria-bound mind and routinely sleep-deprived body, do hereby will to Taylor D. and Namik K. their own favorite awkward

bone science and more story-time in class, to Camille B., many, many movie nights to make for the ones we never got to have and for her college aspiration

of becoming true fingers crossed!, an easy transition into JB for the sophomore girls in place. and not at them sometime to voice your opinions to, D.

Delayno X., a new lunch buddy, to Dress, his very attractive. (no mention to) Hayta P. a successful presidency to Emily R. and Colin F. a great time in choir

to Emily the order to get to least ONE school dance (Do it.), to Egan R. a wonderful stress free final year. To Mrs. Edmiston many, many more

wonderful Fridays (all day to come, and to all of UHS, modest and faculty, a very large thank you, for everything.

Taylor Collier, hereby will the baseball team another successful season, Kyle C and William another outstanding body. Camila P has chickens. Jack C.

Percygallay mass amounts of love, a lot of fun, happiness, a new friend to eat out with and masterful running buddy. Lee ya Crew!
Emily Greer, a Hero in the Making, article from The Whole Girl: Life is Beautiful. This article discusses the life of Emily Greer, a young girl who has overcome incredible obstacles to lead an amazing life. The author, Anne Marie Johnson, explores Emily's journey from her childhood struggles to her current success. Emily's story is inspiring, and the article highlights her resilience and determination.

The article begins with a quote from Emily: "Life is beautiful, and I choose to live it." This sets the tone for the rest of the article, which is filled with personal anecdotes and insights into Emily's life. The author interviews Emily and other individuals who have been impacted by her story, providing a richer understanding of Emily's character and her impact on others.

Throughout the article, Johnson uses vivid descriptions and quotes to paint a picture of Emily's life. The author also includes quotes from Emily's friends and family, adding a personal touch to the story. The article is well-researched, with a good balance of direct quotes and paraphrased information.

The article concludes with a call to action, encouraging readers to support Emily's cause and to spread her message of hope and inspiration. Overall, this is a well-written, engaging article that will motivate and inspire readers.
BACCALAUREATE

Class of 2010

Casino Night

"Let's Roll"

13 Year Seniors
The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
— Eleanor Roosevelt

Austin Southhall, Drayton Agnew, Tripp Heck, Sterling Gladden, Taylor Scala, Charles Lyles
Davis Jenkins, Brandon Woolf, Blake Hollingsworth, Taylor Collins, Town Ortego

Congratulations Guys
YOU MADE IT!
Congratulations Anna!!

We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Allie

Mom, Dad, Worth, Jake, and James
Laura & Katie Furr

“Cousins are many. Best friends are few. What a rare delight to find both in you.”
Anonymous

Congratulations, Girls!
We love you.
Brett, Renee, & Clay
Joey, Susie, Weldon & Annie

Go Cubs!!

Congratulations, Class of 2010!
Welcome Alumni!

Let us help you stay in touch with your classmates.
Submit your news—degreese, weddings, babies, promotions, awards—to the Cub Roar, your alumni news source.
Keep your address up to date so you stay informed.
When planning your class reunions, call us for assistance.

Office of Alumni Relations
225-578-3148
www.uhigh.lsu.edu

Wishing you all the best for a bright and happy future...

Go Cubs!
A long year has finally come to an end. We worked up until the last minute trying to finalize spreads and make them the best they could be. Thanks Ms. Tarver for learning with us this year and taking over for our long time advisor Ms. Young. We would like to thank all of the people who sent us photographs, especially Mr. Samson. The staff made it through tough days, missing members, and horrible cds made by an unwanted visitor. Good luck to Lauren and Morgan next year for taking on this monumental task- plan wisely and have fun with next year!

Much Love,
Karin Schultz and Anna Mitchell